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Topic: Industries:
1. What are the Features of the TS I-PASS?
a) A Single Common Application Form (CAF) For all departmental approvals
b) All departments connected for establishing and operation of an Enterprise brought
under purview of TS-iPASS
c) Time limit set for each approval varying from1 day to maximum of 30 days
depending upon the complexity of the approval
d) Providing all approvals within 15 days to mega projects by "Telangana State Wide
Investment
Facilitation (T-SWIFT) Board under
Select the correct answer from the codes given below
1. a and b
2. b and c
3. a, b, c and d
4. b and d
Answer : c
Explanation:- TS-iPASS is referred as Telangana state industrial project approval and self
certification system. Incentives for setting up of new industrial enterprises are :
 A Single Common Application Form (CAF) For all departmental approvals.
 All departments connected for establishing and operation of an Enterprise brought
under purview of TS-i PASS.
 Time limit set for each approval varying from1 day to maximum of 30 days depending
upon the complexity of the approval.
Providing all approvals within 15 days to mega projects by "Telangana State Wide Investment
Facilitation (T-SWIFT) Board and etc.,
2. T-PRIDE scheme for Encouraging Entrepreneurship among?
a)B.Cs
b)Only S.Cs
c)Only S.Ts
d)S.Cs and S.Ts
Answer : d
Explanation:- T-PRIDE is referred as The Telangan state - Program for rapid Incubation of
dalit Entrepreneurs. This scheme is aimed at developing Entrepreneurship among scheduled
castes and scheduled tribes.
The Government of Telangana has formulated the new Industrial Policy, Which aims at
providing sustainable industrial development and to create gainful employment opportunities
to SC‟s and ST‟s.
3. What is the meaning of TASK?
a)Telangana Academy for skill and knowledge
b)Talented Academy of skill and knowledge
c)Training Academy for skill. and knowledge
d)None of the above
Answer : a
Explanation:- The Telangana Academy for skill and knowledge (TASK) has been established
as a non-profit organization to enhance the synergy between government, Academia and
industry with an objective to enhance the employability quotient of the youth in the state and
to provide quality human resources and services to the industry.
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4. Which cement industry is very large in southern India?
a)Raasi cement
b)Maha cement
c)Deccan cement
d)Nagarjuna cement
Answer : c
Explanation: - In cement industry Deccan cements is largest cement industry in southern
India. Deccan cement industry is located at Huzurnagar in Suryapet district in telangana.
5. Which of the following is correct about T-IDEA scheme?
1) 100 percent reimbursement of stamp duty on purchase of land or lease of
land/shed/buildings,
2) 25 percent rebate in land cost (limited to Rs. 10 lakh)
3) Fixed power cost at @ Rs. 1 per unit for 5 years
4) 25% subsidy on specific cleaner production measures limited to Rs. 5 lakh
Select the correct answer from the codes given below:
a)1, 2 and 3
b)1, 3 and 4
c)2 and 4
d)1,2, 3 and 4
Answer : d
Explanation:A new industrial incentive scheme called Telangana state Industrial
Development and Entrepreneur advancement(T-IDEA) was launched to extend various
incentives for setting up of new enterprises in the state. Major incentives being offered to
medium and large enterprises are:
 100 % reimbursement of stamp duty on purchase of land or lease of
land/shed/buildings.
 25 % rebate in land cost (limited to Rs. 10 lakh), fixed power cost at @ Rs. 1 per unit
for 5 years.
 25% subsidy on specific cleaner production measures limited to Rs. 5 lakhs.
6. Units of Tussar Silk produced by the tribals are located in which district?
a)Kumuram Bheem Asifabad
b)Jayashankar Bhupalapally
c)Both
d)None
Answer : c
Explanation:The famous cottage industries of Tussar Silk produced by the tribals are located in Kumuram
Bheem Asifabad district and at Mahadevpur in Jayashankar Bhupalapally district in telangana.
7. Where is located India's first world-class biotech cluster?
a)Shapoorji pallonji biotech park
b)Genome valley
c)Arabindo pharma limited
d)None of the above
Answer : b
Explanation:- The Genome Valley is India‟s first world class bio-tech cluster for bio tech
research, training, collaboration and manufacturing activities with an established presence of
several global and Indian biotechnology companies, globally renowned research institutions,
and best in class supporting specialized infrastructure , today genome valley is the largest
and most vibrant biotech cluster in the country.
8. What is the meaning of SWAN?
a)State Wide Area Network
b)State Wide All Networks
c)Single Wise Area Network
d)None of the above
Answer : a
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Explanation:- SWAN – is referred as state wide area Network. G2G SWAN connecting
state head quarters (SHQ) with district head quarters( DHQ) and mandal head quarters
(MHQ) is implemented in place of broad band network with DIT, Govt of India funding.
M/s TATA Consultancy services was selected through a tender process as service provider.
9. Surya Laxmi cotton mill is located at?
a)Medchal-Malkajgiri
b)Mahabubnagar
Answer : c

c)Rangareddy

d)Karimnagar

Explanation: Surya Laxmi cotton mill is located at Amangal. Amangal is a Municipality in Ranga
Reddy district in Telangana.
 In 1985 during a new unit with an installed capacity of
10,080 spindles was
established at Amanagal.
10. What is the meaning of T-Scan?
a) Telangana State Campus Area Network
b) Telangana Secretariat Campus Area Network
c) Telangana State Company All Network
d) Telangana State Company Area Network
Answer : b
Explanation:- T-Scan is referred as Telangana secretariat campus area network. It was
was established in secretariat to connect 5000 nodes on the network for data. Every work
place is connected to each other through a data port.
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Topic: Irrigation
11. Match the following.
Project
District
1. Swarna Project
A. Rajanna Sircilla
2. Taaliperu Project
B. Mulugu
3. Upper Manair Project
C. Nimal
4. Ramappa Lake project
D. Bhadradri Kothagudem
Select the correct answer from the codes given below
a. 1-C, 2-B, 3-A, 4- D
b. 1-B, 2-C 3-D, 4- A
c. 1-A, 2-D, 3-B, 4- C
d. 1-C, 2-D, 3-A, 4- B
Answer: d
Explanation :
 Swarna Project is an medium irrigation project constructed across swarna river near swarna
(v), Sarangapur (m), Nirmal District.
 The Taaliperu Project across Taaliperu river Pedda medisilery (v), Cherla Mandal, Bhadradri Kothagudem district.
 Upper manair Project is an existing medium Irrigation Project constructed across
Manair river near Narmal (v), Gambhiraopet (m), in Rajanna Sircilla district.
 The Ramappa Lake project was constructed across the medivagu & Polavagu river
stream , which is a tributary to the Godavari River located near palampet village,
Venkatapur Mandal, Mulugu district.
12. Match the following.
Major Irregation Projects
District
1. Kadem Narayan Reddy Project
A. Karimnagar
2. Sriram Sagar Project
B. Nirmal
3. Lower manair Dam
C. Jogulamba Gadwal
4. Priya Dharshini Jurala Project
D. Nizamabad
Select the correct answer from the codes given below
a. 1-C, 2-B, 3-A, 4- D
b. 1-A, 2-C 3-D, 4- B
c. 1-B, 2-D, 3-A, 4- C
d. 1-A, 2-B, 3-D, 4- C
Answer:-c
Explanation: Kadem Narayan Reddy Project is located Near peddur (v), Kadem (m) in Nirmal
District.
 Sriram Sagar Project is located in Nizamabad District
 Lower manair Dam is located at Alugunur (v), Thimmapur (m), in Karimnagar District.
 Priya Dharshini Jurala Project build across river Krishna, near Revulapally (v), Dharoor
(M), in Jogulamba Gadwal District
13. Which among the following sentence is true?
a) Major Project- Ayacut above 25,000 Acres (10,000 Ha)
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b) Meduim Project – Ayacut above 5000Acres(2000 Ha) & upto 25,000 Acres ( 10,000 ha)
c) Minor Projects – Ayacut up to 5000 Acres (2000 Ha)
d) All of the above
Answer : d
Explanation:- Projects are classified based on the extent of irrigated ayacut (commandable
area) under them. The total irrigation projects of telangana may be classified into three types
as like the following.
Major Projects: Ayacut above 25,000 Acres ( 10,000 Hectares)
Medium Projects: Ayacut above 500Acres & (2000 Hectares) & upto 25,000Acres ( 10,000
Hectares)
Minor Projects : Ayacut upto 5000 Acres (2000 Hectares)
14. Which among the following sentence is true about Major Irrigation Projects?
i.
Major irrigation projects in Telangana-15
ii.
Under construction stage projects-15
iii.
Under contemplation stage-5 projects
Codes:a)i and ii only
b)ii and iii only
c)i and iii only
d)i , ii and iii
Answer : d
Explanation:- Major irrigation projects - there are 15 exiting major irrigation projects in
the state, 15 ongoing, (under construction ) and another five under contemplation stage.
15. Which of the following is true regarding Nagarjuna Sagar Project?
i.
Nagarjuna Sagar Project was Constructed across Krishna River
ii.
Right Canal- Provide water facility 4,75,465 Ha
iii.
Left Canal- Provide water facility 4,19,816 Ha
iv.
Power Generation – 960 Megawats
Codes:a)i, ii and iii only
b)ii, iii and iv only
c)i and iv only
d)i, ii,iii and iv
Answer : d
Explanation: Nagarjuna Sagar Project is a multipurpose scheme on the river Krishna.
 The entire Ayacut of 4,75,465 hectares under Nagarjuna sagar right canal (Jawaharlal
Nehru canal) are divided into 22 blocks in Guntur and Prakasham Districts.
 The left canal ( Lalbahadur satsri canal) commands 4,19,816 hectares in Nalgonda,
Suryapet, Khammam, and Bhadradri Kothagudem and Krishna Districts.
 Power Generation in Nagarjuna Sagar Project is an extent of 960 M.W.
16. Which among the following sentence is correct about Kaleshwaram project?
i.Number of Barrages-03
ii.Number of Lifts-22
iii.Power Requirement-4959 MW
iv.Number of Reservoirs-17
v.Total capacity of reservoirs-141 TMC
vi.Net command Area- 7,38,851 Hectares
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Select the correct answer from the codes given below
a. i, ii, iii, and iv only
b. ii, iii,iv and v only
c. i,ii,iii,iv,v and vi
d. iii,iv,v and vi only
Answer : c
Explanation:- Kaleshwaram project – to meet the desired quantum of 160 TMC of water
from river Godavari, for the development of backward areas in state, the irrigation and CAD
Department of Govt. of Telangana. Salient features of the Kaleshwaram project are :
 Number of Barrages-03
 Number of Lifts-22
 Power Requirement-4959 MW
 Number of Reservoirs-17
 Total capacity of reservoirs-141 TMC
 Net command Area- 7,38,851 Hectares
17. Match the following.
Project
River
1.Nandivagu Dam
A. Musi
2.Ramappa Dam
B. Swarnamukhi
3.Indiramma Sagar
C. Manair
4.Kommaram Bheem Dam D. Peddavagu
Select the correct answer from the codes given below
a. 1-B, 2-C, 3-A, 4- D
b.1-D, 2-B, 3-A, 4- C
c.1-B, 2-C 3-D, 4- A
d.1-A, 2-D, 3-B, 4- C
Answer: a
Explanation :
 Nandivagu Dam is proposed across the Swarnamukhi river in Vikarabad district.
 Ramappa Dam is proposed across the manair river in mulugu district.
 Indiramma Sagar is proposed across the musi river near Hayathnagar in Rangareddy
district.
 Sri Komaram Bheem Project is a medium irrigation project proposed across Peddavagu
stream near Ada (v) , in Asifabad district.
18. Match the following.
Projects
District
1.Kinnerasani Dam
A. Peddapally
2.Koulasnala Dam
B. Nalgonda
3.Boggulavagu Dam
C. Bhadradri Kothagudem
4.Akkamapalli Dam
D. Kamareddy
Select the correct answer from the codes given below
a. 1-C, 2-B, 3-A, 4- D
b. 1-A, 2-C 3-D, 4- B
c. 1-C, 2-D, 3-A, 4- B
d. 1-A, 2-B, 3-D, 4- C
Answer:-c
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Explanation: The Kinnerasani Dam is a storage reservoir constructed on the Kinnerasani River in the
Godavari Basin at Yanamboil village of Palvoncha (m) in Bhadradri Kothagudem
district
 Koulasanala Project is an existing Medium Irrigation Project constructed across
Koulasanala river near sawargaon village and Jukkal mandal of Kamareddy District.
 Boggulavagu project is a medium irrigation scheme proposed across a local stream
called Boggulavagu river near Mantheni in Peddapally district.
 Akkampalli dam is located near Akkampally Village/hamlet in Pedda Adiserla Pally
Mandal in Nalgonda District
19. What is the specialty of Sarala Sagar Project?
a.New technique implemented in Sarala Sagar Project is the automatic siphous system.
b.This automatic siphous system is very rare and unique system which is second in the
world.
c.This project has 17 hood siphous 4 priming siphous were used.
d.All of the above
Answer : d
Explanation: Sarala Sagar Project was found by Wanaparthy ruler Raja Rameshwar Rao. He built this
project on the name of his mother sarala.
 This project is incorporated with an new Outstanding Technology which is one of its
kind and very unique in Asian Continent. Main new technique implemented in Sarala
Sagar Project is the automatic siphous system.
 This automatic siphous system is very rare and unique system which is second in the
world.
 To be in detail, this project has 17 hood siphous 4 priming siphous were used.
20. Which of the following pair is incorrect about the Bhaktha Ramadasu Lift
Irrigation Project?
i.Ayacut Benefited – 58,958 acres ii.Quantum of water to be lifted – 10.5 TMC
iii.Number of pumps – 2 No‟s
iv.Power required – 21 MW
Codes:a.i, only
b.ii only
c.i and iii only
d.ii and iv only
Answer : b
Explanation:- Bhaktha Ramadasu Lift Irrigation Project: to provide irrigation facilities to
the areas not covered by the NSP Left Canal.
Salient features of the Bhaktha Ramadasu Lift Irrigation Project are.
 Ayacut Benefited – 58,958 acres
 Quantum of water to be lifted – 5.5 TMC
 Number of pumps – 2 No‟s
 Power required – 21 MW
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Topic: Telangana Physiography
21.Which of the following statements is/are correct regarding about Geographical
Telanagana (
)
i. Telanagana is located between 15° 50`N to 19°51`N Latitudes and 77°15` to
81°19` E Longitudes.
ii. Area of Telangana state is 1,12,077 sq.kms
iii. The Shape of Telanagana area is like Equilateral Triangle.
Codes:a.i and ii only
b.i and iii only
c.ii and iii only
d.i , ii and iii
Answer : d
Explanation: Telanagana state lies between 15° 50` to 19°51` North Latitudes and 77°15` to
81°19` East Longitude and the Shape of Telanagana area is like Equilateral Triangle.
 Telanagana is state in the southern Region of India. It has an Area of Telangana state
is 1,12,077 sq.kms.
22. As per physical setting of Telangana region we can divided into how many parts?
a) Three
b) Two
c) Four
d) Six
Answer : a
Explanation:- Telangana state can be divided into three regions based on its structure and
morphology.
They are : 1. Telangana Plateau
2. Godavari Basin
3. Krishna Piedmont
23. Match the following.
Hills
District
1.Saathnala hills
A. Rajanna Sircilla
2.Sirnapally hills
B. Mahabubnagar
3.Rakhi hills
C. Nizamabad
4.Shabad hills
D. Adilabad
Codes:a. 1-C, 2-B, 3-A, 4- D
b. 1-D, 2-C 3-A, 4- B
c. 1-B, 2-A, 3-D, 4- C
d. 1-A, 2-D, 3-C, 4- B
Answer:-b
Explanation: Saathnala hills is located in Adilabad district.
 Sirnapally hills is located in Nizamabad district.
 Rakhi hills is located in Rajanna Sircilla district.
 Shabad hills is located in Mahabubnagar district.
24. Geographically , Telanagana region is a part of ?
a. Malwa Plateau
b.Bundelkhand Plateau
c.Chotanagpur Plateau
d.Deccan Plateau
Answer: d
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Explanation : Telangana state Lies in a plateau – region of peninsular india. Generally, its
known as Telangana Plateau, a part of Deccan plateau.
25. According to Geographical Survey of India, Telangana State has graded the
rocks how many categories?
a.Two
b.Three
c.Four
d.Five.
Answer : C
Explanation:- According to Geographical Survey of india, Telangana State has graded the
rocks into Four categories. They are:
1. Archaean rocks 2. Vindhya rocks 3. Gondwana rock 4. Dravidian rocks
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Topic: Hyderabad City
26. Who established the Hyderabad city?
a)Md.Quli Qutb-shah
b)Nizam ul-mulk
c)Sikinder Jha
d)Mahammad Shah
Answer:- a
Explanation: Hyderabad once known as „Bhagyanagar‟ was established around A.D 1591 by
Mohammad Quli-Qutub-Shah the 5th ruler of Qutub-Shahi
dynasty. The city was
established(8) kilometers distance to the East of Golkonda fort and South of Musi river.
Hyderabad also known as “the city of pearls” functioned as Civil capital during the QutubShahi rule.
27. Which districts covered under HMDA?
a)Rangareddy, Medchal b)Vikarabad, Sangareddy c)Yadadri Bhuvangiri d)All of the above
Answer:-d
Exp: The Hyderabad Metropolitan Development Authority (HMDA) is the urban planning
agency of Hyderabad in the Indian state of Telangana. The HMDA administers the Hyderabad
Metropolitan Region, spread over an area of 7,257 km2 (2,802 sq mi) and covers the districts
of Hyderabad
district, Medchal
district,
part
of Rangareddy
district, Bhuvanagiri
district, Sangareddy district.
28. What is the period of Nizam-Ul-Mulk?
a) A.D 1724-48
b)A.D 1723-44
c)A.D 1722-46
d)A.D 1721-42
Answer:-a
Exp: Nizam-ul-Mulk, bearing the title of Asaf Jah established his own kingdom in A.D 1724
there by start-ed rule of Asaf Jahi dynasty also known as Nizams which lasted till the police
Action (by Indian Union) in 1948. The Asaf Jahi dynasty ruled Deccan areas or the Nizam
dominions of princely state of Hyderabad for around 224 years (A.D 1724 to 1948).
29. When was declared Chadarghat as a special municipality?
a)1884
b)1885
c)1886
d)1887
Answer:- c
Explanation: Chaderghat is considered one of the busiest areas of Hyderabad city and is
located on the banks of Musi River. Chaderghat was first declared a Municipality in 1886. In
1933, it was merged with Hyderabad Municipality to form Hyderabad Municipal Corporation.
Chaderghat is surrounded by Koti, Gowliguda, Kachiguda, Darulshifa and Malakpet Localities.
30. How many city Surrounding municipalities merged in Hyderabad city in 2007?
a)11
b)12
c)14
d)15
Answer:- c
Explanation: GHMC, constituted in April, 2007 covers an area of 650 Sq. Km extending into
the districts of Hyderabad (fully), Rangareddy, Medchal, Yadadri. GHMC was formed with the
merger of erst while Municipal Corporation of Hyderbad with the surrounding 12
municipalities.
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31. Where was constructed the cyber tower?
a)Kondapur
b)Madapur
c)Gachibowli
d)Uppal
Answer:-b
Explanation:- Cyber Towers the software landmark of Hyderabad. Located at Madhapur
surrounded by many software majors like Wipro, IBM and Accenture, the building is a huge
tourist attraction.
32. Musi floods were occurred in?
a)1907
b)1908
c)1906
d)1905
Answer:-b
Explanation:-The Great Musi Flood was a devastating flood that occurred on 28 September
1908 in Hyderabad on the banks of Musi river. The city of Hyderabad was the capital of the
Hyderabad State, ruled by the Nizam, Mir Mahbub Ali Khan.
33. What is the highest planning authority of the city of Hyderabad?
a)HMDA
b)HUDA
c)GHMC
d)HMC
Answer:-a
Explanation:-HMDA – Hyderabad Metropolitan Development Area is an apex planning body
of Hyderabad, was constituted under a special act of the state Legislature in 2008. HMDA was
formed by the merging of the following erstwhile entities: Hyderabad Urban Development
Authority (HUDA), Hyderabad Airport Development Authority (HADA), Cyberabad
Development Authority (CDA) and Buddha Poornima Project Authority (BPPA).
34. Himayat sagar was built in?
a)1937
b)1927
c)1917
d)1947
Answer:- b
Explanation:- Himayat Sagar is an artificial lake about 20 kilometres (12 mi)
from Hyderabad in Telangana. The storage capacity of the reservoir is 2.9 tmc ft.
The construction of reservoirs on the Esi, a tributary of the Musi River, was completed in
1927, with the intention of providing a drinking water source for Hyderabad and protecting
the city from floods, which Hyderabad suffered in 1908. It was built during the reign of the
last Nizam of Hyderabad, Nizam VII and is named after his youngest son Himayat Ali Khan.
35. Osman Sagar was constructed in?
a)1920
b)1927
c)1937
d)1947
Answer:- a
Explanation:- Osman Sagar was created by damming the Musi River in 1920, to provide an
additional source of drinking water for Hyderabad and to protect the city after the Great Musi
Flood of 1908. It was constructed during the reign of the last Nizam of Hyderabad
State, Osman Ali Khan, hence the name.
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Topic: Forest and wild life:
36.Which of the following statements is/are correct regarding Ameenpur lake.
i. The Government of Telangana Declared Ameenpur lake as Biodiversity Heritage site
under section 37 of Bio diversity Act-2002.
ii. it is situated in Ameenpur Mandal, Sanga Reddy dist.
iii. it is covering an area of 93.15 acres
Codes:a.i and ii only
b.i and iii only
c.i, ii and iii
d.ii and iii only
Answer : c
Explanation:- . As per the section 37 of Bio diversity Act-2002, the Government of
Telangana Declared Ameenpur lake as Biodiversity Heritage site situated in Ameenpur
Mandal, Sanga Reddy dist. covering an area of 93.15 acres.
Ameenpur lake has been considered a “birding paradise” since long because of the number of
migratory birds and visiting site every year.
37. The islands in which sanctuary are home for many Bird species?
a) Phakala
b) Manjeera
c) Pranahita
d) Siwaram
Answer : b
Explanation:-Manjeera Sanctuary is a wildlife sanctuary and a reservoir located in
sangareddy district. The reservoir has nine small islands puttigadda, bapangadda, sangam
gadda, karanamgadda, these islands contain extensive marshy Fringer, which act as nesting
sites for water birds.
38. Match the following.
Park
District
1.Mrugavani National Park
A. Hyderabad
2.Kasubrahmananda National park
B. Mahabubnagar
3.Pillalamarri Deer Park
C. Ranga Reddy
4.Kinnarasani Deer Park
D. Bhadradri Kothagudem
Codes:a. 1-C, 2-B, 3-A, 4- D
b. 1-C, 2-A 3-B, 4- D
c. 1-B, 2-A, 3-C, 4- D
d. 1-A, 2-D, 3-C, 4- B
Answer:-b
Explanation: Mrugavani National Park is located in Ranga Reddy district and it is notified in 1994.
 Kasubrahmananda National park is located in Hyderabad district and it is notified in
1998
 Pillalamarri Deer Park is located in Mahabubnagar district and it is notified in 1976.
 Kinnarasani Deer Park is located in Bhadradri Kothagudem district and it is notified on
24th Jan 1977.
39. Naikpod tribe is living in which of the following sanctuaries?
a.Siwaram
b.Pakhala
c.Pranahita
d.Eturunagaram
Answer: c
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Explanation : Naikpod tribe is living in Pranahitha Sanctuary, it is located in Mancherial district.
Type of tribal population living here are Naikpod tribe depending on Non timber forest
produce and podu cultivation in habit.
40. Which of the following statements is/are correct regarding about Palapitta
cycling Park .
i. it is developed for the residents and visitors of cyberabad Area.
ii. The Cycling Park named after the state bird Palapitta.
iii. It was thrown open to the public on 20 Novmber-2017.
Codes:a)i , ii only
b)ii, iii only
c)i, iii only
d)i , ii, and iii only
Answer : d
Explanation:-The Kinnerasani wild life Sanctuary is located in Badradri Kothagudem district.
It is spread over an area of 635.40 sq.kms(1,57,010acres) with the pictures que kinnerasani
lake with densely forested islands in the middle of the sanctuary. It is notified on 24th
Jan,1977. Average annual rainfall is 863.55mm.
41.Which of the following statements is/are correct regarding Eturu Nagaram
Sanctuary .
i. it is located near Maharastra, Chattisghar and Telangana border in mulugu district.
ii. it is the oldest sanctuary in Telangana.
iii. Rakshasa Guhas and Cave dwellings were found in this Sanctuary.
Codes:a) i and ii only
b) i and iii only
c) i, ii and iii
d) ii and iii only
Answer : c
Explanation:-The Eturu Nagaram Sanctuary is located near Maharastra, Chattisghar and
Telangana border in Mulugu district covering on area of 812.15 Sq.kms. It is One of the oldest
sanctuaries of Telangana. In this Sanctuary Rakshasa Guhas and Cave dwellings were found.
It is notified as wild life sanctuary an 7th july,1999.
42. When was the Animal protection act (Wild life) at national level introduced?
a) 1972
b) 1971
c) 1973
d) 1976
Answer : a
Explanation:- The Wild life (protection) act at national level is introduced in 1972.It is an
Act of the paraliament of india enacted for protection of plants and animal
species. The act provides for the protection of wild animals, birds and plants.
43. Match the following.
Wild life sanctuary
5. Pakhal wildlife sanctuary

Area( Sq.Km.)
A. 136.02
13

6. Pocharam bird Sanctuary
7. Pranahitha sanctuary
8. Manjeera Sanctuary

B. 20.00
C. 129.84
D. 860.20

Codes:a. 1-C, 2-B, 3-A, 4- D
b. 1-D, 2-C, 3-A, 4- B
c. 1-B, 2-A, 3-C, 4- D
d. 1-A, 2-D, 3-C, 4- B
Answer:-b
Explanation: Pakhal wildlife sanctuary is located in Mahabubabad district with an area of 860.20
Sq.Kms.
 Pocharam bird Sanctuary is located in Medak & Sangareddy districts spanning over
129.84 Sq.Kms.
 Pranahitha Sanctuary is located in Mancherial district covering an area of 136.02
Sq.Kms.
 Manjeera Sanctuary is a wildlife sanctuary and a reservoir located in sangareddy
district with an area of 20.00 Sq.kms.
44. Which is the correct about tribal products?
b. Soya processing Unit - Utnoor (Adilabad)
c. Tamarind processing Unit – Kondanagula ( Nagar Kurnool)
d. Turmeric processing Unit – Eturunagaram (Mulugu)
e. Honey purification centre - Kamareddy
f. All of the above
Answer: e
Explanation : The Products are Producing from Tribals:






Soya processing Unit - Utnoor (Adilabad),
Tamarind processing Unit – Kondanagula ( Nagar Kurnool),
Turmeric processing Unit – Eturunagaram (Mulugu),
Gum Purification Centre – Mulugu.
Honey purification centre- Kamareddy and
Soaps making centre- Nirmal

45. Which of the following statements is/are correct regarding about Kinnerasani
Sanctuary .
i. it is located Badradri Kothagudem district.
ii. Area is – 635.40 sq.kms( 1,57,010acres).
iii. it is Announced by govt as Sanctuary in 1977.
iv. Annual rainfall - 863.55mm.
Codes:a) i , ii and iv only
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b) ii, iii and iv only
c) i , ii, and iii only
d) i, ii, iii and iv

Answer : d
46. Where was founded paleolithic era's rock paintings in telangana ?
a) Mallur
b) Ramappa
c) Pandavulagutta
d) None of the above
Answer: c
Explnation: Paleolithic Rock art paintings have been found at Pandavula gutta of Regonda
mandal in Jayashankar Bhupalpally district. Pandavula Konda (Pandavula Gutta) site was first
discovered in the year 1990. The major attraction here is rock climbing. These cave paintings
offer a rare glimpse into the prehistoric man‟s rock art identified on walls and ceilings of
caves, rock shelters and isolated boulders.
47. Which project built with syphon system in telangana?
a) Koil Sagar
b) Sarala Sagar
c) Jurala
d) None of the above
Answer: b
Explnation: Sarala Sagar is located in Wanaparthy District. Sarala Sagar Project is the
second biggest dam in Asia with syphon technology. It is the oldest project in India after
independence Raja of Wanaparthy Raja Rameshwara Rao founded by the Sarala Sagar Dam
Project that has incorporated syphon technology from California, United States. 1949 project
was inaugurated by the military former Governor of Hyderabad General J.N Chowdary.
Presently this project provides irrigating a vast area of 4,182 Acres of agricultural land in
the Wanaparthy district.
48. Through which district National Highway (NH) - 65 goes in Telangana state?
a) Suryapet
b) Kamareddy
c) Jogulamba Gadwal
d) Nirmal
Answer: a
Explanation: The National Highway-65 goes through Suryapet district in Telangana state.
The Length of this NH-65 in the Telangana state is 291.74 kms. It passes from Karnataka
border to AP border through Zaheerabad-Hyderabad-Suryapet.
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49. Erstwhile musi river is also called as…………?
a) Manchinadi
b) Muchukunda
c) Musikumda
d) None of the above
Answer: b
Explanation: Moosa River or Muchukunda River or Musinuru or Musi River is a tributary of
the Krishna River in the Deccan Plateau flowing through Telangana state. Hyderabad stands
on the banks of Moosa river, which divides the historic old city and the new city. Himayat
Sagar and Osman Sagar are dams built on it which used to act as source of water for
Hyderabad. The river was known as Nerva during Qutub Shahi period.
50. Ananthagiri hills is located in which district?
a) Vikarabad
b) Warangal
c) Medak
d) Rangareddy
Answer: a
Explanation: Ananthagiri Hills is located in Vikarabad district. The water flows from these
hills from Osman Sagar to Himayathsagar. It is one of the dense forests in Telangana. It is
the Birthplace of Musi river, which flows through Hyderabad, which is 5 km from Vikarabad.
51. What is the second largest festival in Telangana?
a) Komuravelli Mallanna Jathara
b) Kurumurthy jathara
c) Peddagattu Jathara (Golagattu)
d) None of the above
Answer: c
Explanation: Peddagattu Jathara is also known as Gollagattu Jathara or Lingamathula
jathara or Dhurajpally Jhathara. It is the second largest festival in telangana celebrated at
Dhurajapally in Suryapet District. Festival done in the name of Lord Lingamanthulu Swamy
and Goddess Choudamma every 2 years. The presiding deities, Sri Lingamanthula Swamy,
believed an Incarnation of Lord Shiva, and his sister – Choudamma, are offered various pujas
during the four-day fete.
52. What are the historical forts in Peddapally District?
a) Domakonda fort
b) Malangur fort
c) Ramagiri fort
d) None of the above
Answer: c
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Explanation:
 The Ramagiri Fort, also known as Ramagiri Khilla, located over a mountain top, is near
the Begumpet village in Ramagiri mandal in Peddapalli district.
 The fort was built in the 12th century by the Kakatiyas of Warangal and later renovated
and ruled by Musunuri Nayaks. Later it was controlled by Qutub Sahi Sultanate from
1518 to 1687, In 1656, the ruler of Golconda, Abdullah Qutb Shah, gave the fort to his
son-in-law, one of Aurangzeb's sons.
53. Another name of singur project is-___?
a) Mogaligundla Bagareddy singur project
b) Manjira project
c) Kadem Narayana reddy singur project
d) 4 None of the above
Answer: a
Explanation:
 Singur project is also known as Mogaligundla Baga Reddy Singur project. It is located
near Singur(Village),Pulkal (Mandal), Sangareddy (Dist).
 It was constructed on the Manjeera River in 1989 which is a tributary of Godavari
river with a gross capacity of 29.91 thousand million cubic feet (TMC).
 It also serves as a source of drinking water for Hyderabad. The deep waters of
the reservoir are home to about 1000 crocodiles.
54. Which pair is correct
1. Ramalingeshwara temple - pambanda
2. Bhadreshwara temple - Bhavigi
3. Venkateshwara swamy temple - Kodangal
4. All of the above
Answer: 4
Explanation:
 Pambanda Rameshwara temple is located near the Kulkacharla mandal in vikarabad
district. This Ramalingeshwara temple established directly by Sri rama and worshipped.
This rock is nicknamed Pambanda because of its in snake-shaped.
 Tandur Bhadrappa Temple (Bhagivi Bhadreshwara temple) is one of the famous shiva
temples in vikarabad District.It was constructed in 1940 in veera shiva Agama
procedure.
 Mahalakshmi Venkateshwara Swamy Temple, Kodangal is popularly known as Balaji
Temple where the Lord Venkateshwara is worshipped. In 1970, the Lord was
consecrated in the temple by Archakas of Lord. Along with the idol of Lord
Venkateshwara idols of sri Bhudevi and sri sreedevi are also consecrated here for
worship.
55. Oldest Bhuddist sites in Suryapet are
1. Phanigiri
2. Gajulabanda
3.1 and 2
4. None of the above
Answer: 3
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Explanation:


Phanigiri is a village in Tirumalagir mandal of Suryapet district, Telangana. The place
consists of a Buddhist complex which is adorned with a massive Stupa along with two
apsidal halls with stupas in it.Two large footprints in the complex are believed to belong
to Lord Buddha. The place also houses three viharas which were once served as the
dwelling for the Buddhist monks. Previously the name of the village is
Dharmachakrapuram but later it is changed to Phanigir.



Gajulabanda, located in Suryaper District, is an archeological site and has the
excavated Buddhist structures including a stupa, vihara complex and a chaitya. The
remarkable feature of stupa is that it is not supported by ayaka pillars unlike those
at Amaravati and Nagarjunakonda. There are also antiquities with stucco figurines and
two sculptured lions carved in limestone
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Topic:- Climate:
56. Which one of the following district receives highest rainfall in Telangana?
a)Komaram Bheem-Asifabad
b)Mancherial
c)Mulugu
d)Adilabad
Answer: c
Explanation: As per the IMD reports-2019, the highest annual rainfall in Telangana is
recorded in Mulugu district (1292 mm), followed by Adilabad district (1198 mm) recorded as
second highest , Komaram Bheem-Asifabad (1195mm) district is recorded as third highest
and Mancherial district(1145 mm) is recorded as fourth highest annual rainfall in the
Telangana state.
57. Which one of the following district receives lowest rainfall in Telangana ?
a)Narayanpet
b)Jogulamba Gadwal
c)Wanaparthy
d)Vikarabad
Answer: b
Explanation: As per the IMD reports-2019, the lowest annual rainfall recorded districts in
the Telangana state are Jogulamba Gadwal (533mm), Narayanpet district (561.8mm),
Wanaparthy district (579.6mm) and Mahabubnagar district (626.9mm).
58. Which one of the following district receives highest rainfall during South-West
monsoon season in Telangana?
a)Mulugu
b)Komaram Bheem-Asifabad
c)Mahabubnagar
d)Adilabad
Answer: a
Explanation: South –West Monsoon season starts from June and ends in September. In this
period Mulugu District receives highest rainfall (1099mm) followed by Komaram BheemAsifabad district (1020 mm) and after that Adilabad district receives(1004 mm).
Mahabubnagar district receives only 475mm annual rainfall in Telangana.
59. Which one of the following districts receives lowest rainfall during South-West
monsoon season in Telangana?
a)Wanaparthy
b)Narayanpet
c)Jogulamba Gadwal
d)Nagarkurnool
Answer: c
Explanation: South –West Monsoon season starts from June and ends in September. In
South-west monsoon Jogulamba Gadwal District receives lowest rainfall (385mm),
Narayanpet district (424mm), Wanaparthy (434mm), Nagarkurnool (461mm).
60. What is the normal average rainfall South-West monsoon season in Telangana?
a)705.4 mm
b)710.4 mm
c)715.4 mm
d)720.4 mm
Answer: d
Explanation: The average or normal rainfall of the telangana state is about 905.4 mm.
South –West Monsoon season starts from June and ends in September. The average rainfall is
720.4 mm only in the South-west monsoon season in Telangana state.
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61. What type of rainfall occurs during North-East monsoon season in Telangana?
a)Mountainous
b)Cyclonic
c)Convectional
d)None of the above
Answer: b
Explanation: North-East monsoon contributes 13% rainfall of the state and the average
rainfaill is 124.9 mm only. October and November sea low- pressure systems and tropical
cyclones form in the Bay of Bengal which, along with the North east monsoon, bring rains to
the southern telangana.
62. Which one of the following district receives highest rainfall during North-East
monsoon season in Telangana?
a)Hyderabad
b)Kamareddy
c)Nalgonda
d)Yadadri Bhuvanagiri
Answer: a
Explanation: North-East monsoon starts from October and ends in November. During this
season,
the
Hyderabad
(152mm)
district
gets
highest
rainfall
followed
by
khammam(150mm). Yadadri, Kamareddy, Nagar Kurnool and Nalgonda districts received
some of the better rainfall (>140mm).
63. What is the Actual rainfall during the North East monsoon in Telangana?
a) 179.4 mm
b) 139.4 mm
c) 149.4 mm
d) 159.4 mm
Answer: a
Explanation: The Actual rainfall during the North East monsoon in Telangana is 179.4
mm.North-East monsoon starts from October and ends in November. North-East monsoon
contributes 13% rainfall of the state and the average rainfall is 124.9 mm only.
64. In the Telangana 80% Rainfall received from ?
a) The South-West Monsoon season
b) The retreating Season
c) Summer Season
d) None of the above
Answer: a
Explanation: Southwest monsoon season starts from June and ends in September. It
Contributes about 80% of the annual rainfall which means the state receives good rainfall in
southwest monsoon period. But it varies from district to district.
65. In which month North East Monsoons enter into the Telangana state?
a) August
b) September
c) October
d) November
Answer: c
Explanation: North East Monsoons stats from october and ends in November. It contributes
13% rain fall of the state and the average rainfall is 124.9mm only. North East Monosoons is
least Important in the state, because it gives very less rainfall then the southwest Monosoon.
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Topic: Rivers:
66. Match the following.
1. Godavari River
A. Nasik Trimbakeshwar
2. Krishna River
B. Satpura range
3. Manjeera River
C. Mahabaleshwar
4. Pranahita River
D. Balaghat range
Elect the correct answer from the codes given below
a. 1-C, 2-B, 3-A, 4- D
b. 1-D, 2-A 3-C, 4- B
c. 1-A, 2-C, 3-D, 4- B
d. 1-A, 2-D, 3-B, 4- C
Answer: c
Explanation :
 The Godavari River rises in Western Ghats at Trimbakeshwar in Nasik district of
Maharastra.
 The Krishna river originates in the Western Ghats near Mahabaleshwar at an elevation
of about 1,300 metres.
 The Manjeera River originates in the Balaghat range of hills near Ahmednagar district
at an altitude of 823 metres.
 The Pranahita River is the southern slopes of the Satpura Range in southeast Madhya
Pradesh. It flows along the border of Gadchiroli district in Maharashtra and Komaram
Bheem Asifabad district in Telangana.
67. Which of the following river is Tributary to Godavari river?
a) Manjeera
b) Pranathitha
c) Manair
d) All of the above
Answer: d
Explanation : The main Tributaries of Godavari river are Manjira, Manair, Pranahitha, Indravathi,
Shabari and Sileru. The total length of Godavari in telangana is about 600kms.

68. In which district constructed Sriram Sagar project on Godavari river?
a) Nirmal
b) KamaReddy
c) Nizamabad
d) Khammam
Answer: c
Explanation : Sriram sagar Project was built across river Godavari in pochampad of Nizamabad
district. It flows on the northern part of the Nizamabad district separating it from Nanded and Nirmal
districts and finally enters into Jagitial district.
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69. Which dam Constructed near Narmal Village in sircilla district?
a) Upper Manair
b) Mid Manair
c) Nizam Sagar dam
d) Lower Manair
Answer: a
Explanation : Upper manair dam was constructed during nizam period near Narmal Village in
Gambiraopet mandal of Rajanna Sircilla district. Foundation stone laid in 1943 by Nizam of
Hyderabad state.
70.Which of the following is/are true regarding About Manjeera River?
i) Nizam sagar Dam & Singur Reservoirs are Constructed across the Manjeera river.
ii) The Tributaries of Manjeera river are Terna, Tawarja and Gharni.
iii) The Manjeera river dries in summer season and it is a major tributary of Godavari
river.
Codes:e) i and ii only

ii and iii only
g) i and iii only
h) i , ii and iii
f)

Answer : d
Explanation:- Manjeera river is non perennial which dries in summer and it is a major tributary of
Godavari river . Nizam sagar dam was constructed across the Manjeera River between Achampet and
Banjapalle village of the Kamareddy district. Singur reservoir is another water storage project which is
situated in kama Reddy district. The Tributaries of Manjeera river are Terna, Tawarja and
Gharni.
Miscellaneous Questions:
71. Which pair is correct
a) Ramappa temple - Mulugu
b) Sri Lakshmi Narasimha Swamy - Dharmapuri
c) Komuravelli Mallanna Swamy temple - Siddipet
d) All of the above
Answer: d
Explanation:


Ramappa Temple, also known as the Rudreshwara temple, is a Kakatiya style Hindu
temple dedicated to the god Shiva, located in Palampet village in Mulugu district and it
was constructed in the year 1213 CE by Recharla Rudra.



The Sri Lakshmi Narasimha Swamy Temple is situated at Dharmapuri in Jagityal Dist.
on the Southern Bank of the sacred river Godavari. Dharmapuri also called as
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„Dakshina Kashi‟ is famous one of the nine Narasimha Kshetras of the Telangana &
Andhra Pradesh.


Komuravelli Mallanna Swamy temple is on the hill in Komuravelli village, Siddipet
District. Komrelly Mallanna is also popular as Komuravelli Mallikarjuna Swamy.

72. In which district historical Jaina site Bommalamma Gutta located?
a) Karimnagar
b) Kamareddy
c) Medak
d) Jagitial
Answer: a
Explanation: Bommalamma gutta is 1055 year old gutta also known as Bommalamma Talli
gutta, a famous Vrishabhadri hill a Jain centre situated near Kurikyala village in Gangadhara
mandal of Karimnagar district. Bommalagutta was constructed during the reign of Arikesari
II of Vemulavada Chalukya. According to an inscription dated 945 CE, Telugu poet Jina
vallabha,
brother
of
Adikavi
Pampa,
installed
stone
images
of Bharata, Bahubali and Rishabhanatha. The famous trilingual inscription is a 25 feet (7.6 m)
inscription having 11 lines as an tribute to the kingdom for recognising poets.
73. What are the important irrigation projects in Mulugu district?
a) Devadula Lift irrigation
b) Gundlavagu project
c) Lakhnavaram Project
d) All of the above
Answer: d
Explanation:
 J. Chokkarao Devadula lift irrigation scheme- It is located near Gangaram (V),
Etunagaram (M), in Mulugu District.The project is specially designed to lift water from
the River
Godavari to
irrigate
6.21
lakh
acres
(2,400 km2)
in
the drought prone Telangana state.
 Gundlavagu project- constructed across Gundlavagu, near pragallapally village in
Vazeedu(M) of Mulugu Distric. The project is intended to irrigate an ayacut of 1045
ha(2580 Acres) under right and left bank canals benifiting five tribal villages of
Wazeedu Mandal.
 Lakhnavaram Project- is located near the chalvai (V), Govindarao pet(M), Mulugu
District. It is constructed across Lakhnavaram Stream and it is irrigates to 8248 acres.
74. Which historical construction is in Karimnagar town?
a) Theen Minar
b) Charminar
c) Clock tower
d) None of the above
Answer: a
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Explanation: The Elgandal Fort also known as the Elagandula Khilla speaks of the glorious
past of the many rulers and dynasties that had come to power since the last few
centuries. The Fort had been built way back in the 18th century by Zafar-ud-Daulah. Then
ruling administrator of the Elgandal town got this fort constructed as a protection in 1754.
The oscillating Teen Minar of the Alamgir Mosque built by Aurangzeb is a unique attraction of
the place.
75. When was formed Khammam district?
a) 1956 November 1
b) 1953 October 1
c) 2014 June 2
d) None of the above
Answer: b
Explanation: Khammam town which was the seat of Taluk Administration was part of the
larger Warangal District, till 1st October, 1953. Six taluks of the Warangal district viz.,
Khammam, Madhira, Yellandu, Burgampadu and Paloncha and Kothagudem were carved out
and a new district with Khammam as District Headquarters.
76. In which district are Gayatri and magi sugar industries located?
a) Rangareddy
b) Kamareddy
c) Sanga reddy
d) Karimnagar
Answer: b
Explanation:
 NCS Gayatri sugars limited located at Adloor yella reddy (v), Sadashivnagr(m),
Kamareddy District. It is a line of activity on sugar rectified Spirit Extra Neutral Alcohol
.
 Magi Sugar industry or G.S.R Sugars industry is located at magi (v) , Nizamsagar(m),
Kamareddy District. It is a line of activity Sugar Generation of power.
77. What is the famous historical place in peddapally district?
a) Kotilingala
b) Dhulikatta
c) Pashimgam
d) None
Answer: b
Explanation:
Dhulikatta is a village in Eligaid Mandal in Peddapalli district. Buddhist stupa's were famous
in Dhulikatta. The Buddhist Mahastupa or the great stupa and vihara in Dhulikatta village
were established at the end of the 2nd century BC, which is more than 2000 years ago.
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78. Which is correct about Jogulamba Gadwal district?
a) Lowest tribes population
b) Celebrates Maldakal fair
c) Nizam konda fort is in this district
d) All of the above
Answer: d
Explanation:
 The Population of Tribals in Gadwal district as per samagra kutumba survey is 12,660.
The percentage of scheduled tribes is 1.90% which is Lowest tribes population.
 The Maldakal Fair is very famous for Lord Timmappa Temple in Jogulamba Gadwal dist.
It belongs to the Lord Venkateswara. The local people calls the lord as Maldkal
Timmappa. Every year the people celebrates Maldkal Timmappa Jathara (Tirunala) on
December Pournami.
 Nizam Konda, a hill fort located on a small river island near Beechupally(v), Itikyala
(m), Jogulamba Gadwal Dist. which can be reached only by boat, is being developed
Into a tourist attraction.
.

79. Which district name as "Sthambadri"?
a) Bhadradri - Kothagudem
b) Khammam
c) Jayashankar - Bhupalapally
d) None of the above
Answer: b
Explanation: This is the earlier name of present Khammam City. The name
Khammam has been derived from the name of a local hill which has been called
Stambhadri, that is an abode to Lord Lakshmi Narasimha Swamy and also believed
to have been in existence since Tretayuga. The name of the town Stambhadri,
later reportedly became Khambhadri, Khambham mettu, and finally to present
name Khammam. The city is located near the Munneru river which is a tributary
of the river Krishna.
80. Where was Bhaktha Ramadas house?
a) Mudigonda
b) Nelakonda pally
c) Khammam
d) Badrachalam
Answer: b
Explanation: Kancharla Gopanna popularly known as Bhakta Ramadasu or Bhadrachala
Ramadasu was a 17th-century devotee of the Hindu God Rama, a saint-poet and a composer
of Carnatic music. He is a famous Vaggeyakara (classical composer) from the Telugu classical
era. He was born in the village of Nelakondapalli in Khammam district.
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81. The pocharam reservoir was constructed across ?
a) Manjira river
b) Alair river
c) Godavari river
d) None of the above
Answer:- b
Explanation:- Pocharam project is an existing medium Irrigation project constructed across
Alair stream near pocharam (V), Nagireddypet (M) in Kamareddy District. This scheme is
intended to irrigate an ayacut of 10,500 acres and also water supply to Yellareddy town. This
project was constructed in the year 1922 at a cost of Rs. 27.11 Lakhs.
82. Which river passes through the Eturunagaram sanctuary?
a) Godavari
b) Chalivagu
c) Kinnerasani
d) Munner
Answer:- a
Explanation:- Godavari river passes through the Eturunagaram sanctuary. This sanctuary is
located near maharastra, Chattisgarh and Telangana border in Mulugu district covering an
area of 812.15 Sq.Kms. It is one of the oldest sanctuary in Telangana.
83. Second official language of Telangana is?
a) Kannad
b) Tamil
c) Urdu
d) None of the above
Answer:- c
Explanation:- Urdu is the second official language of Telangana. Telugu is one of the
classical languages of India is the official language of Telangana state. About 75% of the
population of telangana speak Telugu and 12% of the population speak Urdu.
84. Jella cheruvu is also known as--?
a) Chinna Tirupathi
b) Second Annavaram
c) Shaktipeetam
d) None of the above

Answer:- a
Explanation:- Jella cheruvu is also known as the Chinna Thirupathi is popular for its Lord
Venkateshwara shrine. It is believed that the shrine was constructed in 1964 by Sri.
Nallapeda Nagaiah of Agraharam village.
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85. Parnasala is located in which of the following district of Telangana?
a) Khammam
b) Jayashankar Bhupalapally
c) Mahabubabad
d) Bhadradri Kothagudem
Answer:- d
Explanation:- Parnasala is located 32 Km from Bhadrachalam in Bhadradri Kothagudem
district.It is believed to be the site where Lord Rama spent many years of his exile along with
his brother and consort. There is a hillock here where it I believed that the demon king
Ravana parked his vehicle named „Pushpaka‟.
86. What is the special of Jagtial fort?
a) An areal view it shaped like a star.
b) Inside the fort are cannans it used for defence
c) The tower has four big clocks on which four faces are seen
d) All of the above
Answer:- d
Explanation:- Jagtial is known for its fort was built in the period of the Moghal dynasty by
the emperor Ibrahim Dhamsa. An areal view of the fort shows that it is shaped like a star.
Inside the fort there are cannans which were used for defence. It was built in early 18th
century by Nizams minister Kashim Razvi. The tower has four big clocks on which four faces
are seen.
87. Where is started Textile park in Rajanna Sircilla district?
a) Sircilla town
b) Baddenapally
c) a and b
d) None of the above
Answer:- c
Explanation:- The Textile park in Telangana is started in Sircilla town and it is located in
Baddenapally about 5km form city centre of Sircilla District. The park is an excellent
opportunity to glean the history of weaving and showcases various different models of looms.
The importance of Sircilla lies in its claim to being a well-known textile producer in Telangana.

88. Manjira wild life sanctuary consists of which of the following?
a) 70 Species of birds
b) Vulnerable species mugger crocodile
c) Mammals
d) All of the above
Answer:Explanation:- Manjira wild life sanctuary is a reservoir located in Sangareddy district.
Originally it is a crocodile sanctuary, today more than 70 species of birds are spotted here
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and is home for the vulnerable species mugger crocodile. Additionally, thick cover of trees
also provides nesting spots for birds and also Marsh crocodile, Fresh water terrapins,
Pheasant tailed Jacan.
89. When was formed Hyderabad district?
a) 1956
b) 1947
c) 1951
d) 1948
Answer: d
Explanation: Hyderabad district was formed in 1948 after Operation Polo by merging Atrafa-Balda District and Baghat Districts. Baghat was previously a Taluk in Atraf-e-Balda District,
and was made a separate district in 1931–34 under the subedar of Medak division. After
formation of Andhra Pradesh by merging Telugu speaking of Hyderabad state in 1956
Hyderabad district boundary was altered Tandur Taluka which is Telugu speaking region of
Gulbarga district was merged in Hyderabad district and Parigi Taluka of Mahabubnagar district
and Vikarabad Taluka of Medak District also merged in Hyderabad district.
90. Which is the correct about Warangal rural district ?
a) Ainavolu festival-Milardevudu
b) Kommala festivel-Sri Lakshmi Narasimha
c) a and b
d) None of the above
Answer: c
Explanation:
 Inavolu Mallikarjuna Swamy Temple situated at Inavolu village of Vardhannapet
Mandal Warangal District. The temple dates back to 11th century and was built by
Kakatiya rulers. It was built with 108 pillars and has a giant magnificent Nruthya
Mandapam on eastern side. Historical Kakatiya Keerti Toranams (Giant Rocky Entrance
Gates) were initially constructed here and subsequently at Warangal fort.
 Kommala village is located in Geesugonda mandal of Warangal district. celebrate the
festival by visiting Lakshminarasimha Swamy temple and offering prayer the entire
night. The festival which starts with the citing of the full moon day goes on for five
days. Over five lakh tribal and non-tribal devotees visit the temple during the five-day
event.

91. Which of the following is correct about T-PRIDE scheme?
5) 100 percent reimbursement of stamp duty and transfer duty paid on purchase of land
meant for industrial use.
6) 100 percent reimbursement of stamp duty for lease of land/shed/buildings,
7) 33.3 percent rebate in land cost (limited to Rs. 10 lakh)
8) 25% land conversion charges (limited to Rs. 10 lakh)
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9) Fixed power cost at @ Rs. 1.50 per unit for 5 years
Select the correct answer from the codes given below:
a) 1, 2 and 3 only
b) 1, 3,4 and 5 only
c) 2,3 and 4 only
d) 1,2, 3,4 and 5
Answer : d
Explanation:Historically marginalized sections such as Sc‟s and ST‟s may not have
Economic capacity to start an Enterprises, they need to be supported by way of subsidies and
preferences. in this direction Govt of telangana has launched a novel scheme T-PRIDE. TPRIDE
is referred as The Telangan state - Program for rapid Incubation of dalit
Entrepreneurs.
Major incentives being offered are :
 100 percent reimbursement of stamp duty and transfer duty paid on purchase of land
meant for industrial use.
 100 percent reimbursement of stamp duty for lease of land/shed/buildings,
 33.3 percent rebate in land cost (limited to Rs. 10 lakh)
 25% land conversion charges (limited to Rs. 10 lakh)
 Fixed power cost at @ Rs. 1.50 per unit for 5 years
92. Which are engineering based industries?
a) Hindusthan Machine Tools (HMT)
b) Hindusthan Aeronatics Limited (HAL)
c) Hindusthan Cables Limited (HCL)
d) All of the above
Answer : d
Explanation:- Engineering based Industries are:
 Hindusthan Machine Tools (HMT)
 Hindusthan Aeronatics Limited (HAL)
 Hindusthan Cables Limited (HCL)
 Bharath Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL)
 Electronic Corporation of Indian Limited (ECIL), and etc.,
93. Which is the correct about establishment of Pharma industries.
a) Shantha biotics - 1993 (Medchal)
b) Hetero Pharma -1993
c) Arabindo Pharma Limited - 1986 (Hi-Tech City)
d) All of the above
Answer : d
Explanation:Shantha biotics: it is established in the year 1993 in Medchal. This institute first time in
india released vaccine for hepatitis-B.
Hetero Pharmacy: Hetero drugs, the parent company established in 1993 is one of the
largest Indian Pharmaceutical companies.
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Arabindo Pharma Limited: it is a pharmaceutical manufacturing company headquartered in
hytech city, Hyderabad. Founded in 1986 by Mr. P.V Ram Prasad Reddy, Ms.K Nithya Nandha
Reddy.
94. National Institute of pharmaceutical Education and Research started in 2007 at?
a)Hyderabad
b)Mumbai
c)Bangalore
d)Chennai
Answer : a
Explanation:- NIPER-Hyderabad started functioning in September 2007 in the premises
of IDPL, R&D centre, Balanagar, Hyderabad. The Institution's vision is to serve as a leading
global institution in higher learning and research in Pharmaceutical Sciences and
Management.
95. The heavy water plant in Telangana is located at?
a)Manuguru
b)Palwancha
c)Huzurnagar
d)Khammam
Answer : a
Explanation:- The heavy water plant is situated in manuguru of Bhadradri – kothagudem
district. It prepares Duteriam oxide (D2O) and moreover this heavy water plant useful to
reduce the velocity of newtons in nuclear reactors.
96. Where is the State Data center located in Telangana?
a) Manikonda
b)Asif Nagar
c)Cyberabad
d)Hi-Tech City
Answer : a
Explanation:-Telanagan Government built a State Data center in Manikonda village to cater
to the needs of all the departments of the state government, by providing rack space and the
latest servers on dedicated basses.
97. Which institution sponsored "Eco Samman award" for motivate employees who
contribute to all
round improvement of the environment?
a) BHEL
b) CIL
c) SCCL
d) State Government
Answer : c
Explanation:- The sigareni collaries company Limited (SCCL) is a Government coal
mining company jointly owned by by the government of telangana and Govt of India on a
51:49 equity basis. In another Innovative move company has also introduced Eco samman
awards to motivate the employees to contribute to all round improvement of the
environment.
98. Match the following.
Engineering based Industries
1.Bharath Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL)
2.Mishra Dathu Nigam Limited (MIDHANI)
2.Electronic Corporation of Indian Limited (ECIL)
3.Nuclear Fuel Complex (NFC)
Codes:a. 1-C, 2-B, 3-A, 4- D

District
A. Ranga Reddy
B. Hyderabad
C.Sangareddy
D. Medchal-Malkajgiri
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b. 1-C, 2-A 3-D, 4- B
c. 1-B, 2-A, 3-D, 4- C
d. 1-A, 2-D, 3-C, 4- B
Answer : b
Explanation: Bharath Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL) is located in Ramachandrapuram in Sanaga
reddy district. It was established in 1963.
 Mishra Dathu Nigam Limited (MIDHANI) unit established in 1973 in Ranga reddy district.
 Electronic Corporation of Indian Limited (ECIL) is established in 1967 at Medchal
malkajgiri district.
 Nuclear Fuel Complex (NFC) is situated in Hyderabad and it cleans uranium for further
processing.
99. Where is the hardware park located in Telangana State?
a) Gokanpally
b) Adibatla
c) Maheshwaram
d) Gundla pochampally
Answer : c
Explanation:- Electronic hardware park is located at maheshwaram of Rangareddy district.
This branch ranks No.3 out of 36 corporate Electronic hardware parks.
100. Where is women Industrial park located in Telangana State?
a) Jadcherla
b) Sulthanpur
c) Both a & b
d) a Only
Answer : c
Explanation:- The TSIIC has earmarked an extent of 50 Acres in Green industrial park,
Jadcherla of Mahabubnagar district And Sulthanpur of Sangareddy district for establishment
of women industrial parks .
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Topic: తెలంగహణ బూగోళిక అంళహలు - నైషరగిక షవయూం
రగచమం : తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ంర దకకన్ ఠబూభు లో క భాగంగహ ఉంది. ఈ ఫాగహనే తెలంగహణ ఠబూభుగహ
అభిఴరగిస్ా హయు తెలంగహణ ఠబూభుై షభుదరభట్్ భు న఼ండి 541 భూ లేదా 1741 అడుగుల ఎత్త
ా లో విషా రగంచి
ఉంది. తెలంగహణ ఠబూభు రహశ్ ంర లోనే అతి దద నైషరగిక తృహరంత్ం తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ంర వివా యిం లో 59,903 చ.కి.భూ. లో
భూట్యల లహాంచి ఉంది.
101.భౌగోళికంగహ తెలంగహణ తృహరంత్ం ఈ కింర ది లహట్ిలో దేతులో అంత్రహాగం
1) భాలావ ఠబూభు
3) ఫుoదేల్ ఖండ్ ఠబూభు

2 ) దకకన్ ఠబూభు
4 ) ఏదికహద఼

షభాధానం:- 2
విఴయణ :- భాయత్దేవంలో ఉనన ఠబూభులు రండు కలఴు. అవి 1. భాలావ ఠబూభు ( నయమద నదికి ఉత్ా యంగహ),

2.

దకకన్ ఠబూభు ( నయమద నదికి దక్షిణంగహ). ఐతే భన తెలంగహణ తృహరంత్ం దకకన్ ఠబూభులో క భాగంగహ ఉంది. ఆ
భాగహతున తెలంగహణ ఠబూభుగహ అభిఴరగిస్ా హయు. తెలంగహణ ఠబూభు షభుదర భట్ా్తుకి 531 భూ. ఎత్త
ా లో లేదా 1741
అడుగుల ఎత్త
ా లో విషా రగంచి ఉంది.
102. తెలంగహణ తృహరంత్ం యెకక స్హదాయణ ఎత్త
ా ఈ కిరంది విధoగహ ఉంట్ ంది?
1) త్ూయు దివ న఼ండి డభయ దివ లైుకు త్గుిచ఼ననట్్
2) డభయ దివ న఼ండి త్ూయు దివ లైుకు త్గుిచ఼ననట్్
3)

ై రండఽ

4)

ఏదికహద఼

షభాధానం:-2
విఴయణ :-

తెలంగహణ తృహరంత్ం స్హదాయణంగహ డభయ దివ న఼ండి త్ూయు దివ లైుకు త్గుిచ఼ననట్ల గహ ఉంట్ ంది.

ఉదాసయణకు గోదాఴరగ నది భహారహశ్ ల
ర ో (డభయ దివ) జతుమంచి తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ంర గుండా ఆందరద
ర ేశ్ లోకి రలేశంచి భృత్ా ం
రండు రహశ్ ల
ర లో 770 కి. భూ రఴశంచి ఫంగహఱాఖాత్ం లో కలుష఼ాంది. అంద఼కే తెలంగహణ తృహరంత్ం యొకక స్హదాయణ ఎత్త
ా
డభయ దివ న఼ండి త్ూయు దివ లైు త్గుిచ఼ననట్్ గహ ఉంట్ ంది.
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103.తెలంగహణ తృహరంత్ంలో షభుదర భట్్ ం న఼ండి 600 భూట్యల ఆై ఎత్త
ా గల తృహరంత్ం లో లేతుది జిలాల ఏది ?
1. శైదరహఫాద్ 2.

యంగహ రడిి 3.

మెదక్

4. తుజాభాఫాద్

షభాధానం:- 4

విఴయణ :- షభుదర భట్్ ం ఎత్త
ా ఆధాయంగహ తెలంగహణ న఼ 3 తృహరంతాలుగహ విబజించాయు. షభుదరభట్్ ం న఼ండి 600 భూట్యుల
భరగము ఆ ైన ఎత్త
ా లో గల జిలాల చఽవనట్ల యతే శైదరహఫాద్, యంగహరడిి , మేడచల్-భలాకజ్ గగరగ, వికహరహఫాద్, షంగహరడిి ,
మెదక్ , వదద 
ి ేట్ దక్షిణ తృహరంత్ంలో, నాగర్ కయూనల్ జిలాలలు కలఴు. తుజాభాఫాద్ జిలాల అనేది షభుదర భట్్ ం న఼ండి 300
భూట్యల న఼ంచి 600 భూట్యల ఎత్త
ా లో గల ఉండే తృహరంత్ంలో ఉంట్ ంది.

104. తెలంగహణ తృహరంత్ంలో ఈ కిరంది లహట్ిలో అతి దద తృహరoత్ం ఏది ?
1. గోదాఴరగ ఫేవన్ 2.

కాశి ఫేవన్

()

3.తెలంగహణ ఠబూభు 4. ఏదికహద఼

షభాధానం:- 3
విఴయణ :- తెలంగహణ తృహరంత్ బూ తురహమణం, ఉరగత్ల షవయూతృహతున ఫట్ి్ తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ర బూభాగహతున 3 తృహరంతాలుగహ
విబజించఴచ఼చ. అవి
a.తెలంగహణ ఠబూభు : అతి దద నైషరగిక తృహరంత్ం. తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ంర భౌగోళికంగహ వివా యింలోనఽ 59,903 చ. కి. భూ లు
లహాంచి ఉంది. షగట్ న ఈ తృహరంత్ం ఎత్త
ా షభుదర భట్ా్తుకి 500 భూట్యల న఼ంచి 600 భూట్యల భధాలో ఉంట్ ంది.
b. గోదాఴరగ ఫేవన్ : ఈ తృహరంత్ం లో అతి దద నది అయన గోదాఴరగ రఴశంచడం ఴలన గోదాఴరగ రీలహసక తృహరంత్ంగహ
లుఴఫడుత్తంది. లైళహలాయంగహ తృహరంత్ం వివా యిం 37,934 చ. కి. భూ లు.
c. కాశి ఫేవన్ : దీతునే కాశి యవత్ తృహద తృహరంత్ంగహ లుస్హాయు. ఈ తృహరంత్ం ష఼భాయుగహ 14,240 చ. కి. భూ విషా రగంచి
ఉంట్ ంది.
105. అనంత్గగరగ క ండలు విషా రగంచి ఉనన జిలాల ఏది?
1. ఖభమం

2. వికహరహఫాద్

3.

()
శైదరహఫాద్

4.

యంగహ రడిి

షభాధానం:- 2
విఴయణ :- అనంత్గగరగ క ండలు వికహరహఫాద్ జిలాలలో విషా రగంచి ఉనానయ.ఈ క ండలోలనే అనంత్ దమనాబ స్హవభు దేలహలమం
కలద఼. భూవ నది కూడా అనంత్గగరగ క ండలలో శలహరడిి ేట్ అనే తృహరంత్ంలో జతుమష఼ాంది.
106. వివిధ తృహరజక్లలో ఏది షరైనది?
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i) గోదాఴరగ నదిై తురగమంచిన శ్రరరహమ్ స్హగర్ తృహరజక్్ జూల ై 26, 1963లో తృహరయంబమెంది.
ii) నాగహయుున స్హగర్ తృహరజక్్ 1969లో ూయా యంది.
iii) రహజోయౌఫండ డెైఴయషన్ వకమ్ తృహరజక్్ 1946లో తృహరయంభించఫడింది భరగము ఇది 1958లో ూయా యంది.
దిగుఴ ఇఴవఫడిన కోడల

న఼ండి షరైన షభాధానాతున ఎంచ఼కోండి

a. i భరగము ii భాత్రమే

b . i,ii భరగము iii

c . ii భరగము iii భాత్రమే

d . i భరగము iii భాత్రమే

జలహఫు: b
విఴయణ:

శ్రరరహంస్హగర్ తృహరజక్్ క ఫసృళ రయోజన తృహరజక్్. ఈ తృహరజక్్ గోదాఴరగ నదిై తృో చంతృహడ్ (v) షభూంలో, ఫాల్కండ
(ఎం), తుజాభాఫాద్ జిలాల నంద఼ జూల ై 26, 1963లో తృహరయంబమెంది.



నాగహయుున స్హగర్ డాామ్ కాష్హి నదికి ై

కట్్ ఫడిన తృహరజక్్ భరగము ఈ తృహరజక్్ 1955 షంఴత్సయంలో

తృహరయంభించఫడింది. 1969 షంఴత్సయంలో ూయా యంది.


"రహజోయౌఫండ డెైఴయషన్ వకమ్" లేదా "RDS" అనేది తూట్ితృహయుదల తృహరజక్్. తెలంగహణలోతు జోగులాంఫ గదావల్ జిలాల
త్తంగబదర నది భూద఼గహ ఉననది. ఇది 1946 షంఴత్సయంలో తృహరయంభించఫడింది భరగము 1958 షంఴత్సయం నంద఼
ూరగా చేమఫడింది.

107. శ్రర రహమ్ స్హగర్ తృహరజక్్ యొకక రధాన కహలుఴలు ఏభుట్ి?
a) కహకతీమ

b ) షయషవతి

c ) లక్షిమ

d) ైఴతూన

జలహఫు : d
విఴయణ:- శ్రరరహమ్ స్హగర్ రగజరహవమర్ స్హభయ్యం 90 TMC భరగము దీతుకి 42 ఴయదగేట్ల ఉనానయ. ఈ తృహరజక్్
కహకతీమ కనాల్ 284 కి.భూ., లక్షమమ కనాల్, షయషవతి కనాల్ భరగము ఫ్ల డ్ ఫ్ోల కనాలల న఼ కయౌగగ ఉంది. షయషవతి కనాల్ న఼
శ్రరరహమ్ స్హగర్ తృహరజక్్ కు భరగము కడం రగజరహవమయుక అన఼షంధానం చేమడం దావరహ 17,000 శకహ్యల ఆమకట్్ కు
భరగము లక్షిమ కహలుఴ 6.400 శకహ్యల ఆమకట్్ కు మేలు చేకూయత్తననది.
108. లకనఴయం తృహరజక్్ ఏ జిలాలలో ఉంది?
a) ఴయంగల్

b) భసఫూఫాఫాద్

c) భులుగు

d) బదారదిర క త్ా గూడెం
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జలహఫు : c
విఴయణ: లకనఴయం తృహరజక్్ చలావయ గహరభం, గోవిందరహఴుేట్ షభూంలో భులుగు జిలాలలో ఉంది. ఇది గోదాఴరగ నది
ఉనది అయన లకనఴయం లహగు భూద఼గహ తురగమంచఫడింది.
109. కింది లహట్ిలో తుజాం స్హగర్ తృహరజకో్ల

భాగం ఏది?

a) అయుగుల రహజారహం – గుా ఎల్ఐఎస్

b) ద఼భుమగూడెం -ఎల్ఐఎస్

c) తాయౌేయు తృహరజక్్

d) షవయి తృహరజక్్

జలహఫు: a
విఴయణ: అయుగుల రహజారహం గుా యౌఫ్ట్ ఇరగగేశన్ థకం తూట్ితృహయుదలకి అన఼ఫంధంగహ ఉదేదశంచఫడింది. తుజాంస్హగర్ తృహరజకు్
భకూ
ల ర్ (ఎం), నందిేట్ (ఎం), ఆయూమర్ (ఎం,) జకహరనయౌల (ఎం)లోతు ఆమకట్్ కు అన఼గుణంగహ ఉంది.

తుజాభాఫాద్

జిలాలలోతు లలూర్ (ఎం) & ఫాల్కండ (ఎం) డివ్ ఫ
 ర ూాట్రీలు డమ74 న఼ంచి డమ82 కింద 38.792 ఎకరహలు విషా రగంచి ఉంది.
110. రహజోయౌఫండ భళిల ంు థకం ఏ అంత్ర్ రహశ్ ర తృహరజక్్?
a ) కరహిట్క భరగము ఆంధరద
ర ేశ్
b) ఆంధరద
ర ేశ్ భరగము త్భుళనాడు
c) కరహిట్క, తెలంగహణ భరగము ఆంధరద
ర ేశ్
d) ఆంధరద
ర ేశ్ భరగము తెలంగహణ
జలహఫు : c
విఴయణ:

రహజోయౌ ఫండ డెైఴయషన్ వకమ్ కరహిట్క, ఆంధరద
ర ేశ్ భరగము తెలంగహణ రహష్హ్రల అంత్రహరశ్ ర తృహరజక్్. ఈ రహజోయౌ ఫండ
డెైఴయషన్ వకమ్ రహజోయౌ (v), భతున (తాలూకహ), రహమచఽర్ జిలాలలో త్తంగబదర నదికి ై తురగమంచఫడి ఉంది.



కరహిట్క రహశ్ ంర లోతు రహమచఽర్ జిలాలలో భతున తాలూకహలోతు 15 గహరభాల కయుఴు తృహరంతాలకు రయోజనం
చేకూయచడాతుకి 143 కి.భూ తృొ డఴునన RDS కహలుఴకు తూయు షయపరహ చేమఫడింది.



కరహిట్క రహశ్ ంర భరగము తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ంర లోతు జోగుఱాంఫ గదావల్ జిలాల, గదావల్ భండలంలోతు 8 గహరభాలు,
అలంూర్ తాలూకహలోతు 67 గహరభాలు భరగము ఆంధర రదేశ్ రహశ్ ంర లోతు కయూనల్ జిలాలలో 4 గహరభాలు.
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111. కిరంది లహట్ిలో షరగకహతుది?
a) తెలంగహణ ఉతుకి రీతాా గొలయ్ం. దక్షిణాయధ గోళంలో
b) తెలంగహణ ఉతుకి రీతాా ఉనన తృహరంత్ం- దక్షిణావమా తృహరంత్ం
c) తెలంగహణ ఉతుకి రీతాా ఉనన భాయత్ తృహరంత్ం – దక్షిణ భాయత్ం
d) తెలంగహణ ఉతుకి రీతాా విషా రగంచిన ఠబూభు. - దకకన్ ఠబూభు
జలహఫు: a
విఴయణ : తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ంర ఉతుకి రీతాా దక్షిణ ఆవమా తృహరంత్ం లోనఽ, భాయత్ దేవం నంద఼ దక్షిణ భాయత్దేవం గహనఽ
భరగము ఈ యొకక తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ంర దకకన్ ఠబూభు నంద఼ విషా రగంచి ఉననది.
112. తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ంర ఈ కిరంది లహట్ిలో అతి దద తృహరంత్ం ఏది?
a) గోదాఴరగ ఫేవన్
b) కాశి ఫేవన్
c) తెలంగహణ ఠబూభు
d) శైదరహఫాద్ ఫేవన్
జలహఫు: c
విఴయణ : తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ంర దకకన్ ఠబూభులో విషా రగంచి ఉంది. తెలంగహణ తృహరంత్ం ఎకుకఴగహ అగగనభమ శలల ైన తూస్
భరగము ఴస్్ లాంట్ి యూతృహంత్య శలలతో ఏయడింది. తెలంగహణ తృహరంత్ తురహమణం, షవయూతృహతున ఫట్ి్, తెలంగహణ బూభాగహతున
3 రధాన నైషరగిక భాగహలుగహ విబజించాయు.
1. తెలంగహణ ఠబూభు, 2. శచభ కన఼భలు, 3. త్ూయు కన఼భలు
తెలంగహణ ఠబూభు బూభాగం షభదివఫాసృ తిరబుజాకాతిలో ఉంది. ఈ ఠబూభు షగట్ న 500 భూ. న఼ంచి 600 భూ.
ఎత్త
ా లో గలద఼.

113. తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ంర ఈ కిరంది లహట్ిలో ఏ రహశ్ ంర తో షరగసద఼ద తృహరంతాతుకి కయౌగగ లేద఼?
a) భహారహశ్ ర
b) ఆంధర రదేశ్
c) ఛతీా షి ఢ్
d) డిస్హస
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జలహఫు: d
విఴయణ : తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ర షరగసద఼దలు: తెలంగహణ రహష్హ్రతుకి ఉత్ా రహన ఛతీా షి డ్, లహముఴాం నంద఼ భహారహశ్ ర , శచభ
నంద఼ కరహిట్క, దక్షిణ భరగము త్ూయున ఆంధరద
ర ేశ్ రహష్హ్రలు కలఴు. తెలంగహణలో జిలాలల లహరీగహ చఽవేా వివిధ రహష్హ్రలతో
షరగసద఼దలన఼ కయౌగగ ఉంది.


ఆంధర రదేశ్ - జోగులాంఫ గదావల, ఴనరగా, నాగర్ కయూనల్, నల్ిండ, షఽరహాేట్, ఖభమం, బదారదిర క త్ా గూడెం.



కరహిట్క – కహభారడిి, షంగహరడిి , వికహరహఫాద్, భసఫూబ్ నగర్, జోగులాంఫ గదావల, నారహమణేట్.



భహారహశ్ ర - జమవంకర్ బూతృహలయౌల , భంచిరహాల, క భయం భీమ్ ఆవతౄహఫాద్, అదిలాఫాద్, తుయమల్, తుజాభాఫాద్,
కహభారడిి



ఛతీా షి ఢ్ - జమవంకర్ బూతృహలయౌల , బదారదిర క త్ా గూడెం, భులుగు.

114. త్ూయు కన఼భలలో తెలంగహణ లో ఎతెా న
త క ండ?
a) లక్షమమదేవి యౌల క ండ
b) కోమల్ గుట్్ లు
c) అనంత్గగరగ క ండలు
d) నందగగరగ క ండలు
జలహఫు : a
విఴయణ : తెలంగహణలో త్ూయు కన఼భలు ఏక ళరణ
ర ిగహ ఉండకుండా గుట్్ లు, క ండలుగహ ఉండి తృహరంతీమ ేయలతో
లుఴఫడుత్తనానయ. తెలంగహణలో త్ూయు కన఼భలోల ఎతెా న
త క ండ - లక్షమమదేవియౌల క ండ. ఇది వదద 
ి ేట్ జిలాల నంద఼
కలద఼.

115. తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ంర లోతు శచభ కన఼భలోల ఎత్ా యన ళరణ
ర ?
ి
a) గోయౌక ండలు
b) భసఫూబ్ఘాట్
c) లక్షమమదేవియౌల క ండ
d) షతానల క ండలు
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జలహఫు: b
విఴయణ : శచభ కన఼భలోల అత్ాంత్ ఎత్ా యన తృహరంత్ం తుయమల్ గుట్్ ల లోతు భసఫూబ్ఘాట్.ఈ ఘాట్తుయమల్జిలాల
స్హయంగూర్భండలం నంద఼ కలద఼.
116.త్ూయు కన఼భలు తురహమణం దాష్హ్య త్ూయు క ండలుగహ తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ంర లోతు భృదట్గహ ఏ జిలాలలో విషా రగంచి
ఉనానయ.
a) గదావల్

b) భసఫూబ్ నగర్

c)ఴనరగా

d)నాగర్ కయూనల్ .

షభాధానం:- b
విఴయణ :- త్ూయు కన఼భలు తెలంగహణలో భృదట్గహ భసఫూబ్ నగర్ జిలాల న఼ంచి రలేశంచాయ. ష్ లాకాతిలోన఼
తురహమణంలోన఼ భిననత్వం కయౌగగ విచిచననంగహ ఉనానయ. త్ూయు కన఼భలు తెలంగహణ రహష్హ్రతుకి ఈళహనా, ఆగేనమ
షరగసద఼దగహ విషా రగంచి ఉనానయ. ఇవి విషా రగంచి ఉనన జిలాలలు:- నల్ిండ, షఽరహాేట్, మాదాదిర బుఴనగగరగ, యంగహరడిి ,
వికహరహఫాద్, శైదరహఫాద్, మెదక్ , వదద 
ి ేట్, షంగహరడిి , మేడెచల్ భలాకజ్ గగరగ, జనగహభ, భసఫూబ్ నగర్, గదావల్,
ఴనరగా, నాగర్ కయూనల్ భరగము ఖభమం.

117. కింది లహట్ిలోజియోలాజికల్ షరేవ రకహయం తెలంగహణ రహష్హ్రతుకి చెందిన శలలు ఏవి?
a) ఆరగకమన్ శలలు

b) వింధా శలలు

c) దరవిడిమన్ భరగము గోండావనా శలలు

d) ైఴతూన

షభాధాభ:- d
విఴయం:- భాయత్దేవ జియోలాజికల్ షరేవ రకహయం తెలంగహణ రహష్హ్రతుకి చెందిన శలలన఼ 4 యకహలుగహ విబజించాయు.
అవి:- దరవిడిమన్ శలలు, విందా శలలు, ఆరగకమన్ శలలు భరగము గొండావనాశలలు. వీట్ితో తృో ట్ దీవకల నైవస్
అనే కిలశ్మెన శలలు కూడా తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ంర లో ఉనానయ.

118. శైదరహఫాద్ జిలాల రతేాకంగహ ఏ శలలతో తురగమత్మెంది.
a) కహరగియోరైట్ నైవస్

b) హార్న ఫ్ల ండ్-ఫయోట్ైట్

c) అవిచిచనన షట్ిక శలలు

d) ైఴతూన

షభాధానం:- d
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విఴయణ :- తెలంగహణ తృహరంత్ం అంతా వివిధ భౌభ శలా వినాాస్హలతో, ధారహవర్ షభూహాతుకి చెందిన అతి ురహత్నమెన
శలలతో తురగమత్మె ఉంది. భుఖాంగహ శైదరహఫాద్ జిలాల రతేాకంగహ కహరగియోరైట్ నైవస్, హార్న ఫ్ల ండ్-ఫయోట్ైట్ భరగము
అవిచిచనన షట్ిక శలలతో తురగమత్మెనది.

119. కాష్హి యవత్తృహద తృహరంత్ం తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ంర లో ఎతున చ.కి.భూ.ల మేయ విషా రగంచి ఉంది?
a) 13,573 చ.కి.భూ.

b) 12,236 చ.కి.భూ.

c) 14,240 చ.కి.భూ.

d) 11,120 చ.కి.భూ.

షభాధానం:- c
విఴయణ: - కాష్హి యవత్ తృహద తృహరంత్ం తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ంర లో ష఼భాయు 14,240 చ.కి.భూ.లతో భసఫూబ్ నగర్, జోగుఱాంఫ
గదావల, నలల గొండ, షఽరహాేట్ లు జిలాలలతో విషా రగంచి ఉననది. ఈ తృహరంత్ బూభాగం ఎత్త
ా లాలలుగహ ఉంది. ఈ తృహరంత్ం
రధానంగహ క ఫశయి త్మెన శలా ఉరగత్లం.

120. ఈ కిరంది లహట్ితు జత్యచండి:జిలాలలు

గుట్్ లు/ క ండలు

1. దద యౌల

A. షతానల గుట్్ లు

2. ఆదిలాఫాద్

B. వయూర్ క ండలు

3. కుభుయంభీం అవతౄహఫాద్

C. రహభగగరగ క ండలు

4. జమవంకర్ బూతృహలయౌల

D. తృహండఴుల గుట్్ లు

a. 1-A,2-B,3-C,4-D

b. 1-C, 2.A, 3-B,4-D

c. 1-B,2-D, 3-A,4-C

d. 1-D,2-A,3-C, 4-B

షభాధానం:- b
విఴయణ: - తెలంగహణ రహశ్ ంర లో తు వివిధ జిలాలలలో గల వివిధ గుట్్ లు/క ండలు.
అవి:- 1. దద యౌల జిలాల లో రహభగగరగ క ండలు కలఴు.
2. ఆదిలాఫాద్ జిలాల లో షతానల గుట్్ లు కలఴు.
3. కుభుయం భీం అవతౄహఫాద్ జిలాల లో వయూర్ క ండలు కలఴు.
4. జమవంకర్ బూతృహలయౌల జిలాల లో తృహండఴుల గుట్్ లు కలఴు.
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